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1. Limitation Statement
As shown in Table 1 and Table 5 of main body, the

performance gain on COCO-20i is apparent less than
PASCAL-5i with the speculation that simple feature ag-
gregation, i.e, pixel feature assembling, can not handle the
complex prototype relation comparison as the number of
classes increases. In the light of this limitation, one of
the possible future work is proceed to replace the straight-
forward overall feature pooling with better instance-level
knowledge aggregation strategies for more distinguishable
class representation. And dense interaction such as trans-
former has been proved to be more robust in feature com-
parison of few-shot scenario [6], which has the potential for
improving the performance of GFSS model as well.

2. Implementation Details
Following [4], we perform the multi-fold cross valida-

tion on PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i datasets for credible
evaluation. Take the PASCAL-5i for example, the whole
20 target classes are average divided into four folds. For
a specific fold, the target classes of this fold are treated as
novel classes, in which only few annotated data is available,
e.g., 1-shot or 5-shot. The rest target classes of other folds
as well as background class are constituted as base classes
set. Different from the novel classes set, the labeled data
of base classes are adequate. In training process, the model
can both access to the base and novel classes. And in eval-
uation process, we should test our model on the whole val
set of PASCAL which contains base and novel classes si-
multaneously. There is no additional information, such as
support data in normal FSS, will be provided. As for CIFSS,
we continue the multi-fold cross validation on PASCAL-5i

and COCO-20i, in which same fold partition is adopted.
For the selected specific fold, the target classes are further
evenly split into several parts, i.e., novel sessions. Likewise,
all the samples of base classes are built up the base session.
The novel sessions are processed with a incremental stream,
and usually high consumption approaches are not allowed,
such as store those incremental samples or feature maps.

Lightweight memory module or feature prototypes are al-
ternative options.

In addition to the evaluation metric of overall mIoU, we
also adopt the hIoU metric for more comprehensive com-
parison. The harmonic mean of base-class mIoU mIoUB
and novel-class mIoU mIoUN is calculated by:

hIoU =
2×mIoUB ×mIoUN

mIoUB +mIoUN
. (1)

The the number and performance of base classes are com-
monly higher than novel classes, leading to the domination
of overall mIoU. The hIoU thus can better demonstrate the
performance of method.

3. Additional Results and Analyses for GFSS
Detailed Numerical Results for Each Fold. Table 1 and
Table 2 show the 1-shot and 5-shot detailed performance
comparisons specific to each fold respectively. It obvious
that our approach outperforms other methods with signif-
icant improvement, which further demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of the proposed method. Beside, the substantial
gain on all folds of both PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i indi-
cates the robustness of the proposed method with different
partitions of base and novel classes set.
Performing Prototypical Update on Just Base-class Ker-
nels or Whole-class Kernels. In the conditional bias based
inference, we only update the base-class kernels with the
PKL module for keeping the consistency with training pro-
cess. And another consideration is to mitigate the noise ac-
cumulation of novel-class kernels for the authentic repre-
sentation of novel targets. As shown in Table 3, we perform
the whole-class kernels update with the PKL module which
is indicated as wholeCBBI, and the original base-class ker-
nels update is named as baseCBBI. It is clear that the pro-
totypical update for novel-class kernels brings adverse im-
pact, which are aggregated with few valid data and insta-
bility with noise sensitive, leading to worse performance in
both novel classes set and base classes set.
Can Prototypical Update be Plug and Play? The PKL
module is designed to refine the base-class kernels with spe-



Table 1. The detailed performance comparison of 1-shot generalized few-shot semantic segmentation on PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i.
Best-performing results are highlighted in bold.

method fold-0 fold-1 fold-2 fold-3

mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU

PASCAL-5i

BAM [2] 68.43 9.90 54.49 17.30 61.17 24.43 52.42 34.92 60.94 21.14 51.46 31.39 68.06 12.77 54.90 21.51
CAPL [4] 69.72 11.47 55.85 19.70 63.02 25.95 54.19 36.76 61.41 20.35 51.64 30.57 70.20 12.04 56.35 20.55
Ours 72.32 24.56 60.95 36.67 64.56 38.97 58.47 48.60 64.90 26.32 55.71 37.45 73.58 17.76 60.29 28.61

COCO-20i

BAM∗ [2] 37.50 3.39 29.07 6.15 44.07 8.84 35.37 14.73 45.83 4.41 35.60 8.05 45.11 7.70 35.87 13.15
CAPL∗ [4] 39.73 5.26 31.20 9.29 45.15 10.12 36.50 16.53 48.28 6.82 38.04 11.95 46.90 8.36 37.38 14.19
Ours 42.06 8.43 33.76 14.04 46.85 12.89 38.76 20.22 49.10 10.40 39.55 17.16 47.41 12.44 38.77 19.71

Table 2. The detailed performance comparison of 5-shot generalized few-shot semantic segmentation on PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i.
Best-performing results are highlighted in bold.

method fold-0 fold-1 fold-2 fold-3

mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU mIoUB novel mIoUO hIoU

PASCAL-5i

BAM [2] 67.73 10.32 54.01 7.91 62.45 23.39 53.15 34.03 60.84 18.72 50.81 28.63 68.18 4.32 52.98 8.13
CAPL [4] 69.72 11.47 55.85 19.70 63.02 25.95 54.19 36.76 61.41 20.35 51.64 30.57 70.20 12.04 56.35 20.55
Ours 72.47 29.32 62.20 41.75 67.25 46.34 62.28 54.87 63.37 32.56 56.03 43.02 73.77 29.38 63.20 42.02

COCO-20i

BAM∗ [2] 38.43 4.73 30.11 8.42 43.28 8.59 34.71 14.33 48.03 6.31 37.73 11.15 45.51 7.84 36.21 13.38
CAPL∗ [4] 40.14 6.81 31.91 11.64 43.79 8.26 35.02 13.90 45.71 5.23 35.71 17.77 46.39 9.14 37.19 15.27
Ours 42.61 10.79 34.75 16.82 47.05 16.77 39.57 24.73 48.91 15.88 40.75 23.96 47.39 16.95 39.87 24.97

Table 3. Quantitative results with different prototype updating
setting on the inference of PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i. Best-
performing results are highlighted in bold.

Methods
1-shot 5-shot

mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU mIoUB mIoUN mIoUO hIoU

PASCAL-5i

wholeCBBI 65.58 20.22 54.78 30.91 66.84 26.40 57.21 37.85
baseCBBI 68.84 26.90 58.86 37.83 69.22 34.40 61.18 45.42

COCO-20i

wholeCBBI 44.91 8.74 35.98 14.63 45.26 11.93 37.03 18.88
baseCBBI 46.36 11.04 37.71 17.83 46.77 14.91 38.90 22.61

cific input images. Table 4 explores whether it can be a
plug and play module to the prototype-based methods. We
retrain the base learner of BAM [2] with the prototypical
kernels, and then optimize the meta learner following the
original setting, which is represented as BAM*. The PKL
with the format of plug and play, indicated as ppPKL, is
directly adopted in the inference process of BAM* and the
proposed method (without PKL in training process), corre-
sponded to BAM* w/ ppPKL and ours w/ ppPKL respec-
tively. We can see that (i) the modified BAM [2] with proto-
typical kernels can achieve similar results the same as origi-
nal BAM, and the PKL module improves the prototypical
BAM with a significant gain as well; (ii) the PKL mod-
ule with plug and play format deteriorates the performance
of prototypical BAM and the proposed method simultane-
ously, demonstrating that it can not directly be a plug and
play module. A plain explanation is that the PKL serves to
optimize the feature representation for stronger as well as

Table 4. Ablation performances of the PKL module on PASCAL-
5i.

Methods
1-shot 5-shot

mIoUB mIoUN hIoU mIoUB mIoUN hIoU

BAM [2] 64.65 17.06 27.00 65.28 19.99 30.61
BAM* 64.32 15.89 25.48 64.90 18.07 28.27

BAM* w/ ppPKL 63.51 12.29 20.59 64.18 16.76 26.58
BAM* w/ PKL 65.58 20.45 31.18 66.37 23.39 34.59
Ours w/ ppPKL 65.83 22.17 33.17 66.64 26.08 37.49

Ours 68.84 26.90 37.83 69.22 34.40 45.42

more stable prototypical update in the training process.

The Influence of Batch Size for Foreground Contextual
Perception Module. The pseudo episode mechanism coop-
erating with FCP module is proposed to strengthen the fore-
ground perception with contextual targets, thus the number
of images as well as batch size in each pseudo episode is a
important parameter. We take the batch size from 2 to 24
with step 2 to study its influence. The metrics of mIoUB,
mIoUN and hIoU on the PASCAL-5i benchmark of 1-shot
are used for illustration. As shown in Fig. 1, the perfor-
mance is continuously improved as the batch size increases
and up to the best results when the batch size is set as 8,
which is the final value used in all our experiments. Since
we perform the single forward in the inference process, we
also perform the batch-based inference, which obtains sim-
ilar results with the fluctuation of 1%. It is clear that the
batch size only slightly affects performance, thus the model
can get rid of the restriction of batch input after finishing



(a) FCP with 1-shot (b) FCP with 5-shot (c) Ours with 1-shot (d) Ours with 5-shot

Figure 1. Ablation studies on the batch size of FCP module. The model of (a) and (b) corresponds to the third line of Table 3.

(a) Baseline (b) Baseline w/ MAU (c) Ours

Figure 2. Visual results of confusion matrix. The horizontal axis means the predicted labels and the vertical axis indicates the ground truth.
The “Baseline” of (a) is the model of first line in Table 3, and the “Baseline w/ PKL” of (b) corresponds to the model of second line in
Table 3.

the training process.

Pixel-wise Correlation Map vs. Refined Correlation Pro-
totypes. We further test these two way for cross targets
correlation expression, the model with refined correlation
response superior the way of pixel-wise correlation map
by 1.85% and 3.30% in term of mIoUO and hIoU respec-
tively. Compared with pixel-wise correlation map, the re-
fined correlation response is more robust with fewer pixel
sharp noises and concentrates on the categorical attributes
for more general foreground perception.

Model Effectiveness from the View of Confusion Matrix.
Fig. 2 visualizes the overall confusion matrix of PASCAL-
5i fold-0, the class id from 0 to 15 represent the base classes,
and the rest class id belong to novel classes. It is obvious
that the baseline model suffer from the representation divi-
sion and embedding prejudice, in which the targets of novel
classes are misidentified as base classes and background
respectively. After introducing PKL module, the chaos of
novel classes confusion matrix (five columns on the right)
is refreshed and the correct recognized rate of novel classes
are increased (on the diagonal). Furthermore, our model
by leveraging the FCP module for open-set foreground per-
ception can offer more accurate generalized segmentation,

further mitigating the interference of background (the last
five row in first column).
Comparison of Parameter Quantity and Time Con-
sumption. Table 6 shows the learnable parameter quantity
and time consumption of 1-shot inference compared with
other approaches. Although the proposed method requires
modular processing and output assembling, our method are
friendly to the parameter and time consumption of model
with flexible as well as concise structures, e.g., class-wise
kernels and lightweight decoder. Moreover, most of these
operations, especially for the conditional bias based infer-
ence module, can be accelerated through matrix computa-
tions.

4. Additional Results and Analyses for CIFSS

Performance Comparison on 5-shot Setting. Table 7
presents the quantitative results of 5-shot class incremen-
tal few-shot semantic segmentation on PASCAL-5i and
COCO-20i. Similar to the conclusion of 1-shot setting, our
method significantly outperforms recent methods in term
of mIoUn and hIoU. And as the novel session increases,
the performance superiority of the proposed method is con-
stantly strengthened.



Table 5. The performance comparison of 5-shot class incremental few-shot semantic segmentation on PASCAL-5i and COCO-20i. Best-
performing results are highlighted in bold.

Datasets Methods sesson 0 session 1 session 2 session 3 session 4 session 5
mIoUB mIoUB mIoUN hIoU mIoUB mIoUN hIoU mIoUB mIoUN hIoU mIoUB mIoUN hIoU mIoUB mIoUN hIoU

PASCAL-5i

PFENet [5] 74.43 68.80 18.82 29.56 66.61 23.30 34.52 63.91 17.77 27.81 60.85 21.12 31.36 58.78 15.65 24.72
iFS-RCNN [3] 72.43 70.49 22.73 34.38 68.81 25.11 36.79 67.74 21.15 32.24 64.03 25.50 36.47 62.42 19.94 30.22

CAPL [4] 74.86 71.19 22.83 34.57 68.88 24.49 36.13 68.08 24.07 35.57 64.89 26.99 38.12 63.21 20.84 31.35
BAM [2] 75.83 74.88 24.41 36.82 70.91 26.73 38.82 68.49 25.55 37.22 65.36 27.71 38.92 63.34 22.58 33.29
PIFS [1] 75.04 73.41 23.39 35.48 68.82 24.43 36.06 68.50 26.76 38.49 66.61 28.44 39.86 63.59 26.63 37.54

Our 75.49 73.00 30.64 43.16 71.52 34.98 46.98 71.09 33.06 45.13 70.37 33.13 45.05 68.89 34.56 46.03

COCO-20i

PFENet [5] 54.11 48.92 8.81 14.93 44.30 10.07 16.41 40.47 6.64 11.41 39.95 8.88 14.53 38.71 9.90 15.77
iFS-RCNN [3] 53.42 52.28 10.84 17.96 46.69 12.11 19.23 43.77 8.12 13.70 41.01 10.10 16.21 40.06 11.73 18.15

CAPL [4] 54.43 52.90 11.69 19.15 47.18 12.29 19.50 44.43 8.86 14.77 41.39 11.47 17.9 40.41 12.22 18.77
BAM [2] 54.80 52.73 14.47 22.71 48.60 14.43 22.25 46.72 11.19 18.06 44.96 14.08 21.44 43.35 14.88 22.16
PIFS [1] 54.27 51.95 14.68 22.89 48.04 13.32 20.86 46.93 11.82 18.88 45.08 14.66 22.12 43.57 14.13 21.34

Our 54.39 51.82 17.00 25.60 48.33 16.65 24.77 47.10 14.17 21.79 46.16 16.67 24.49 45.22 16.02 23.66

Table 6. Comparison of parameter quantity and time consumption
on 1-shot setting during inference stage.

method Learnable Parameter Speed

PFENet [5] 10.8M 12.44 FPS
BAM [2] 26.7M 7.49 FPS
CAPL [4] 17.4M 10.20 FPS

Our 18.1M 9.35 FPS

Table 7. Ablation Study of the effect with different components in
CIFSS setting.

PKL FCP CBBI
1-shot 5-shot

mIoUB mIoUN hIoU mIoUB mIoUN hIoU

64.39 11.23 19.12 65.51 16.90 26.87
✓ 68.54 21.10 32.27 69.25 25.77 37.56

✓ 66.47 17.82 28.11 67.89 23.06 34.43
✓ ✓ 70.04 22.91 34.53 70.43 28.81 40.89
✓ ✓ ✓ 70.66 26.61 38.66 70.90 33.27 45.31

Ablation Results of the Effect with Different Compo-
nents. We also take the ablation studies of different com-
ponents with the CIFSS scenario shown in Table 7. Com-
pared to the performance of the proposed method, the model
without the meta-prototype adaptive updating module, fore-
ground contextual perception module, and conditional bias
based inference descends it to 10.55%, 6.39%, and 4.13%
of hIoU, respectively. These results demonstrate that the
two proposed modules, PKL module and FCP module, have
more impact on performance improvement of CIFSS. And
the combination of the two modules with CBBI leads to our
method accomplishing the highest performance, which fur-
ther proves the effectiveness of the proposed method.

5. Additional Qualitative Results
In this section, we present more qualitative results of the

BAM [2], CAPL [4], and the proposed method compared to
demonstrate its generalized few-shot segmentation perfor-
mance. Appearance and scale variations are the innate dif-
ficulty of the generalized few-shot semantic segmentation
task. The examples of PASCAL-5i benchmark are shown
in Fig. 3, our model exhibits great superiority in alleviating

appearance and scale variations. Besides, we also sample
some examples from coco-20i benchmark, and the qualita-
tive results are presented in Fig. 4.
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Input Image BAM CAPL Ours

Figure 3. Qualitative results of BAM [2], CAPL [4], and our method on PASCAL-5i benchmark with large object appearance variations.
Zoom in for details.



Input Image BAM CAPL Ours

Figure 4. Qualitative results of BAM [2], CAPL [4], and our method on COCO-20i benchmark with large object appearance variations.
Zoom in for details.


